
Charleston Shooting Highlights Institutional
Racism in US – Advocacy Group

WASHINGTON, June 18 (Sputnik) – The United States must address
institutional racism and systemic injustices against African Americans
after a shooting at a Charleston, South Carolina church left nine dead,
US advocacy group Rainbow People United to Save Humanity (PUSH)
Coalition said in a statement on Thursday. “There is an urgency to
identify and arrest this individual before he hurts anyone else, but
there is not the same urgency to identify and arrest the current
economic and political conditions – the institutional racism and
structural injustices – before anyone else gets hurt,” the coalition said.
The call to address racial injustice came after nine people were shot
and killed at the historic African American Emanuel AME Church in
Charleston by suspected white 21-year-old male Dylann Roof on
Wednesday night. Roof, who was caught by authorities on Thursday,
reportedly shouted racist remarks against African Americans before
opening fire on the congregation.In a photo of Roof released by media
outlets, the suspect also appears to be wearing a South African
apartheid flag. The Rainbow PUSH Coalition said such racism and
injustices derive from centuries of African American dehumanization
and continued denial of economic and political opportunity. The group
called on the White House to host a conference on racial justice
throughout the United States. "We need leadership with a vision for
racial justice,” Rainbow PUSH Coalition said. “We need an investment
for economic justice – the current rising tide hasn’t lifted all boats. And
we need fairness in political representation.” US authorities have
launched a hate crime probe into the shooting Rainbow PUSH Coalition
is an organization geared towards social justice, civil rights and
political activism within the United States.
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